
Wilfa Svart Aroma Coffee
Grinder, Black
251924

You get the best coffee by grinding your own beans! With
Wilfa Svart Aroma you can grind with five different
grinding degrees. Choose between: boiling coffee, filter
coffee, press coffee, mocha and aeropress.

SVART AROMA GRINDER - FOR NORDIC TASTE
With Wilfa Svart Aroma coffee grinder and whole coffee beans in your pantry, you're always close to great coffee
experiences. By grinding the coffee yourself, you can more easily make your cup of coffee taste just the way you want
it and you'll have more opportunities to explore your personal taste. Just the wonderful smell of freshly ground beans in
your kitchen is in itself a b reason to get your own grinder. It's also a way to make sure you always have fresh, tasty
coffee at home.

Motor
The Svart Aroma has a new and improved motor with a lower speed that provides low heat output, which means that
the aroma and taste of the coffee is preserved as well as possible.

Conical grinder
The coffee grinder has a conical grinder that ensures fast and even grinding of the coffee beans, giving a perfect
ground end result.

Many settings
Choose from grinding everything from the finest mocha to coarse cooking coffee. With this coffee grinder, there are
many different grind settings so you can find the setting that gives the perfect taste for you. Choose from: boiling
coffee, filter coffee, press coffee, mocha and aeropress.

Easy to use
Easily adjust the grind settings by turning the bean hopper, the bean hopper will guide you which setting is suitable for
which type of coffee. The coffee grinder has a safety feature that prevents it from working if the pre-ground coffee
container is not inserted correctly. The included coffee bean container and coffee box are made of transparent plastic
material with a UV filter that protects against sunlight.

Timer
With the 30-second timer, you simply set the time according to the amount of coffee you wish to grind and then the
grinder shuts itself off.
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Easy cleaning
Removable parts make it easy to maintain and clean your grinder.

Highlights

    •  5 grind settings with 32 steps in between
    •  Industry-leading 5 year warranty.
    •  Intelligent grind basket to minimise mess.
    •  250g capacity hopper with UV filter to protect beans from sunlight.
    •  Adjustable grind time for "set and forget" coffee grinding
    •  Slow, powerful motor works at lower temperature, retaining more of your coffee's aroma and flavour.
    •  Easy to clean.
    •  Warranty: Industry-leading 5-year warranty
    •  Dimensions: 310mm L x 200mm W x 160mm H
    •  Model name: CGWS-130B

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 7044876057716

Manufacturer number: 605771

Product weight: 1.95 kilograms
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